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3 ON THE HORIZON
• Kalibri Labs projects a lodging slowdown 

• Convene mandates attendee vaccination

12 LODGING
• Hilton’s Hughes details guest personalization

14 GLOBAL
• JetBlue grants U.K. agents ticketing authority 

• BA to launch self-service corporate portal 

17 MEETINGS
• Cvent launches video and production solution

• SAP Concur adds tool powered by Groupize

20 TRANSPORTATION
• Will carriers face operational issues?

Best Western 
CEO David Kong 
discusses changes 
in negotiating and 
amenities due to 
Covid-19.
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“If you need to have a 
housekeeper clean the 
room every day, you 
need more staff. We 
can’t hire the people. 
I think cleaning upon 
checkout or request is 
here to stay.”

PROCUREMENT

Amex GBT and Cvent 
partner to launch dozens 
of hotel RFP questions 
focused on sustainabil-
ity, diversity, equity and 
inclusion.
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DISTRIBUTION

Southwest Airlines 
B2B strategy lead Rob 
Brown defends GDS ”full 
participation” as Amex 
GBT continues fees on the 
carrier’s bookings.
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VOICES

A policy that allows 
corporate travelers to fly 
business class is better 
for the environment, 
argues tClara founder 
Scott Gillespie.
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The meetings industry saw a bright light at 
the end of the proverbial tunnel in spring 
and early summer as multiple hotel CEOs 
during quarterly earnings calls noted the 
increasing recovery in their group segment. 
There even began to be compression for 
space happening around the start of 2022 
with rates surpassing those from 2019.

Flash forward a few weeks: By mid-July 
the delta variant was spreading rapidly, Co-
vid-19 cases were on the upswing again, 
companies started to delay their return-
to-office plans and, based on updated U.S. 
Centers for Disease Control and Preven-
tion guidance, some cities reinstated indoor 
masking requirements even for vaccinated 
individuals. In August came the news of 
canceled trade shows, further delay of the 
United States opening its borders to inter-
national travel, and reports of corporate 
return-to-office delays accelerated. 

Flexibility Key to Future  
In-Person Meeting Design      
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VARIANT PROVING A HURDLE FOR ORGANIZERS

BY ADAM PERROTTA

AS CASE COUNTS RISE, COMPANIES SLOW RETURN TO TRAVEL

Pumping the Brakes
The latest edition of the Global Business Travel Association’s monthly global 
survey of travel professionals, aimed at gauging the industry’s pandemic recov-
ery, revealed significantly reduced momentum for the return of corporate travel 
in the near term. The current iteration of the poll, conducted between Aug. 9 
and Aug. 19, garnered responses from 678 travel buyers and suppliers in the 
U.S. and Canada, Europe and Latin America.

The survey found that just 40 percent of companies that had ceased domestic 
travel planned to resume in-country trips within the next one to three months—
down 36 percent from the previous poll, conducted a month earlier. Enthusiasm 
for taking up international travel also was on the wane, with just 18 percent 
of companies that had suspended crossborder trips planning to resume such 
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Some Corporate 
Planners 
Readying Live 
Meetings 
Current actions regarding 
new, in-person events

Source: Northstar Meetings Group 
Aug. 3-16 survey of 203 corporate 
meeting planners
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